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In the penultimate volume of the Dragon Ball manga, Gohan and Cell face
off in a battle that will decide the fate of Earth. Gohan, the son of Goku, has
finally reached his full potential and is now the strongest fighter on the
planet. But Cell is an artificial life form created by Dr. Gero, and he is more
powerful than any other enemy Gohan has ever faced before.

The battle begins with Gohan and Cell evenly matched. But as the fight
progresses, Cell begins to gain the upper hand. He absorbs the androids
17 and 18, which gives him a significant power boost. Gohan is unable to
defeat Cell on his own, and he is forced to rely on the help of his friends
and family.

Goku, Vegeta, Piccolo, Krillin, Tien Shinhan, Yamcha, and Chiaotzu all join
forces to fight Cell. But even with all of their combined strength, they are
unable to defeat him. Cell is simply too powerful.
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Just when all hope seems lost, Gohan unleashes his hidden power. He
transforms into a Super Saiyan 2, and his power level skyrockets. Gohan is
now more powerful than Cell, and he is able to defeat him with a single
punch.

The battle between Gohan and Cell is one of the most iconic battles in the
Dragon Ball manga. It is a battle that will be remembered for years to
come.

The Characters

Gohan: The son of Goku, Gohan is a powerful fighter who has the
potential to surpass his father. He is the main protagonist of the Cell
Saga.

Cell: An artificial life form created by Dr. Gero, Cell is one of the most
powerful enemies that Gohan has ever faced. He is able to absorb
other beings to increase his own power.

Goku: The father of Gohan, Goku is the strongest fighter in the
universe. He is always willing to put his life on the line to protect his
friends and family.

Vegeta: The prince of the Saiyans, Vegeta is a proud and powerful
warrior. He is constantly trying to prove himself to be stronger than
Goku.

Piccolo: A Namekian warrior, Piccolo is a wise and powerful fighter.
He is a close friend of Gohan and Goku.

Krillin: A human fighter, Krillin is a loyal friend of Gohan and Goku. He
is often outmatched by his opponents, but he always fights bravely.



Tien Shinhan: A human fighter, Tien Shinhan is a skilled martial artist.
He is a close friend of Chiaotzu.

Yamcha: A human fighter, Yamcha is a skilled swordsman. He is a
close friend of Chiaotzu.

Chiaotzu: A human fighter, Chiaotzu is a skilled psychic. He is a close
friend of Tien Shinhan.

The Battle

The battle between Gohan and Cell takes place on Earth. Cell is initially
more powerful than Gohan, but Gohan is able to gain the upper hand after
he transforms into a Super Saiyan 2. Gohan defeats Cell with a single
punch.

The battle is a pivotal moment in the Dragon Ball manga. It is a battle that
will be remembered for years to come.

The Aftermath

After the battle, Gohan and his friends return to their normal lives. But they
know that the threat of Cell is still out there. Cell Jr., Cell's son, is still alive
and he is vowing to avenge his father.

Gohan and his friends must now prepare for the next battle. The battle
against Cell Jr. will be even more difficult than the battle against Cell. But
Gohan and his friends are confident that they will win.
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